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SECOND MEETING 

Wednesday, 5 May 1993 at 9h00 

Chairman: Mr В. M. TAITT (Barbados) 

REVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 22 of the Agenda (continued) 

INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT ON THE ACCOUNTS OF WHO FOR 1992 AND COMMENTS THEREON 
OF THE COMMITTEE OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD TO CONSIDER CERTAIN FINANCIAL MATTERS 
PRIOR TO THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY (Article 18(f); Financial Regulations 113 and 12.9): Item 221 of the 
Agenda (Resolution EB91.R21; documents A46/16 and Add.l, and A46/33 and Corr.l) (continued) 

Mr NASSERI (Islamic Republic of Iran) regretted that the Islamic Republic of Iran had not been 
involved in the auditing process or kept informed thereof, since he could not comment on the report of the 
External Auditor (document A46/33) until he was fully informed. 

He asked the Assistant Director-General for Administration to inform him who had requested, initiated 
and authorized the external audit on allegations of possible financial irregularities during 1992. Had the 
mission of a Member State initiated or requested it? Had the Director-General initiated and/or authorized it? 
Had the Chairman of the Executive Board initiated, requested and authorized it and if so, had he done so to 
execute a decision of the Executive Board or in his personal capacity? 

On the same point, he asked the Legal Counsel whether the Director-General could initiate, request and 
authorize an external audit, particularly in the case of questions of possible financial irregularities raised by just 
one mission. He also asked the Legal Counsel whether the Executive Board could request, initiate or 
authorize an external audit. According to Article 28(/), the Executive Board could only take measures without 
the prior approval of the Health Assembly in emergency situations requiring immediate action, such as those 
involving great health hazards or health relief to victims of calamities. That did not apply to the matter in 
question. 

Referring to the letter dated 12 February 1993 from the External Auditor, in Appendix A to the report, 
he asked the Assistant Director-General to inform him who had defined the terms of reference and the scope 
of the external audit on possible financial irregularities during 1992. Was it the the representative of a 
mission, the Director-General, or the Executive Board? He further asked the Legal Counsel whether any of 
the foregoing had legal authority to decide the scope of such an audit. 

In the third paragraph of his letter of 12 February 1993, the External Auditor stated that the Mission of 
the United States of America had separately raised associated questions about the Organization's travel 
expenditure in a letter of 15 December 1992 to the Assistant Director-General, with copy to the External 
Auditor, and that his review would therefore also cover the extent of travel incurred and whether budgetary 
and financial controls had been properly applied. Had travel expenditure been added to the scope of his audit 
merely because one Member State had raised the question? He asked the Legal Counsel whether questions 
raised by a single mission could be the basis for extending the scope of an audit. If not, how did the Legal 
Counsel interpret the letter or the External Auditor explain its content. Alternatively, he asked the Legal 
Counsel to confirm that all Member States of WHO would have the same right to raise questions with the 
External Auditor. 

He asked the Director-General to state the total number and value of contracts concluded each year by 
WHO and to confirm that the contracts to which document A46/33 referred amounted to less than 
US$ 250 000 and numbered 43 in all. He further wished to know the percentage of contracts examined, by 
number and value, as a proportion of the total number of contracts concluded annually by the Organization. 
On the basis of that information, he would request the External Auditor to state whether such a selective 
examination could provide the basis for a comprehensive conclusion on possible financial irregularities. He 
also asked the External Auditor why the scope of the audit commenced at 1 June 1992 rather than 1 January 
1992, the beginning of the year. 

The last paragraph of the External Auditor's letter of 12 February 1993 referred to an agreement by the 
Assistant Director-General to meet the additional costs of the audit, costs that would have to be borne by all 
Member States. He asked the Legal Counsel whether the Director-General or the Assistant Director-General 
had the authority to decide on such additional costs，bearing in mind that the original mandate had not come 
from the Health Assembly. Furthermore, would the External Auditor state what was the amount of the 
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additional costs and whether it had already been paid? He also asked the Director-General to estimate the 
cost of the current debate on the issue. It was important to discover if the additional costs of the audit, the 
time for debate and costs of delegations exceeded the amount of US$ 250 000 which was the subject of the 
audit. 

He emphasized that he raised the foregoing questions as matters of principle which involved the setting 
of precedents. He wished to know if a request for information by a single Member State would always be 
followed by an audit process and subsequent report, a procedure which had implications for all Member States 
of the Organization, including financial implications. 

The report of the External Auditor was based on a very selective sample and reading the conclusions of 
that report, it was still difficult to reach firm conclusions. He asked the External Auditor to state explicitly 
whether he had established a systematic breach of the Financial Regulations or fraud. If either had occurred, 
then there were serious steps to be taken. If it were not clear that either had certainly occurred, then the 
Organization should merely follow the recommendations made in the report, and subsequently concentrate on 
its substantive activities. 

Dr WANG Yifei (China) said that there was a need for objective analysis of the problems of the 
Organization, which should be addressed in a spirit of cooperation. In that light, he said that the information 
and analysis in the report of the External Auditor was not sufficient. Nevertheless, the recommendations 
contained therein should be followed in order to improve the financial management of the Organization and 
ensure compliance with the Financial Rules and Regulations. He commended the Director-General's efforts to 
review and improve the administration of the Organization. The problems addressed in the report should be 
analysed objectively in order to establish the truth. Conclusions should be based on the rules and regulations 
of the Organization. It was not appropriate to examine a sample number of contracts. Rather all contracts 
should be analysed case by case to ascertain whether or not each was justified, and to establish whether or not 
there were irregularities or violations of approval procedures. 

He agreed that it was necessary to look forward, seeking future improvements by formulating strict and 
appropriate rules and regulations. He hoped the Director-General would continue his efforts to improve 
management control and thus avoid future irregularities. 

Dr SAVEL'EV (Russian Federation) commended the External Auditor and his staff on the care taken in 
preparing the document before the Committee and the WHO personnel concerned for their cooperation in its 
preparation. In his examinination of the current financial management arrangements of the Organization, the 
External Auditor had not found any significant overspending in respect of Member States whose nationals 
were serving on the Executive Board. As indicated in paragraph 3.4 of the report, the majority of contracts 
were in conformity in all significant aspects with the procedures of the Organization. He welcomed the 
practical measures taken by the Secretariat to prevent the recurrence of irregularities in the future, as 
described in paragraph 3.39. Suggestions that the award of contracts to Members of the Executive Board 
might have influenced the position of their governments in January could not be taken seriously, and in that 
respect he supported the delegate of Nepal. 

He noted that the External Auditor and his staff were satisfied concerning the control of computers and 
access to them, as reflected in paragraph 4.4; no suspicious circumstances about any of the changes made had 
been noted, nor were any significant irregularities discovered in relation to the travel of headquarters staff, the 
Director-General and members of the Executive Board. 

He supported the findings and conclusions of the External Auditor. Deficiencies in financial and 
administrative arrangements highlighted in the External Auditor's report were a result of weaknesses in certain 
of WHO's administrative arrangements. He noted paragraph 6.16 of the conclusions of the report of the 
External Auditor, and particularly welcomed the recommendation in paragraph 6.11，which would ensure that 
such irregularities would not recur. 

Mr STAMPS (Zimbabwe), noting that document A46/33 Corr.l indicated that Appendix E to the 
External Auditor's report was defective, said he agreed，but not for the reasons stated in the corrigendum. 
Paragraph 3.3 of the report explicitly referred to individuals or institutions in Member States represented on 
the Executive Board, not to members, alternates or advisers, as the corrigendum put it. Moreover, the 
External Auditor's use of the word "contracts" for financial arrangements such as travel and attendance at 
meetings was confusing. If the argument in the corrigendum was taken to its logical conclusion, the Philippines 
contract, about which the greatest concern had been raised，should also be counted as having been incorrectly 
included. 
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Because, as paragraph 3.1 of the report indicated, only 65 "contracts" out of 28 000 awarded in 1992 had 
been examined，and because of the uneven distribution of those contracts，his delegation found no substance in 
the suggestions that there was evidence of malversation, mismanagement or lack of value for money. 
Zimbabwe was concerned，however, that some of the information in the report had been made public before 
the membership of WHO had had the opportunity to consider it. 

The discussion of the report should now be curtailed so as to give the External Auditor an opportunity to 
explain his recommendations, which were also cause for concern. Before any bureaucratic constraints were 
imposed on the Organization in response to a single defective contract, the question of whether they would 
adversely affect WHO's functioning should be addressed. 

Dr VASSALLO (Malta) thanked the External Auditor for his comprehensive and probing report, and 
expressed appreciation to the Chairman of the Executive Board for taking action to investigate the allegations 
submitted to him by the Legal Counsel. The Director-General deserved thanks for having cooperated with the 
External Auditor in his investigations, as did the Chief, the Office of Audit and Administrative Management. 

Malta concurred with the recommendations of the External Auditor and would like to see them 
implemented and a report thereon submitted to the next Health Assembly. It further suggested that the Office 
of Audit and Administrative Management be strengthened and given full access at all times to any official 
records held by the staff of the Organization. 

The report of the External Auditor had raised a number of issues that might need to be explored further. 
The Executive Board might be asked to carry out an additional review，taking into consideration the comments 
made by all Member States, with a view to proposing further checks that might be considered necessary to 
enhance the transparency of the Organization. 

Dr KAWAYE KAMANGA (Zambia) said that Zambia was concerned, not only about the findings of the 
external audit, but also about whether the audit's conception and the analysis of the resulting data enabled 
valid conclusions and recommendations to be drawn. Even assuming the findings were valid, however, the 
report at most highlighted weaknesses and lapses in programme management. No fraud or corrupt practices 
had been uncovered. The report made constructive recommendations for streamlining the procedures for 
according contracts. Such recommendations were welcome，as they would improve the Organization's 
effectiveness and efficiency. 

Concerning legal advice given to the WHO administration in 1984 (paragraph 3.35 of the External 
Auditor's report), what had to be determined now was whether the Legal Counsel or any Member State had 
drawn such advice to the attention of the Executive Board in 1992 • nearly a decade later. Perhaps the 
Committee's Chairman could shed light on that point. 

It would also be useful to learn more about the rules and procedures within WHO for instituting external 
audits, and whether they had been followed in the present instance. How had the External Auditor been 
chosen，and by whom? The answers to those questions and others raised by the delegates of Bangladesh and 
the Islamic Republic of Iran would clarify the situation surrounding the external audit and enable the 
Committee to judge whether the audit's conception and its analysis of the data acquired formed an adequate 
basis for the conclusions and recommendations in the report. 

Dr SEPULVEDA (Mexico) said that the report of the External Auditor was useful on the whole, and its 
recommendations should be taken into account by the Director-General as rapidly as possible. Clear 
accounting from the Organization was due to all Member States. A deficiency in the report was that, out of a 
concern to uncover irregularities, it failed to distinguish between important issues and trivial matters. For 
example, the External Auditor should document the alleged impropriety involved in the upgrading of an airline 
ticket used by the Mexican Health Secretary to attend the January 1993 session of the Executive Board - and, 
should he be unable to do so，should make the necessary corrections and clarifications. The case was trivial in 
itself, but the political consequences were not. 

Appendix E to the report referred to a contract for some US$ 5000 allegedly made out to a Mexican 
member of the Executive Board or to one of his alternates or advisers: the External Auditor should make 
available a copy of that contract in order to clarify the allegation since neither he himself nor the Mexican 
Minister of Health had received any such WHO contract but the Mexican Ministry of Health had 
130 000 employees. 

Mexico held that any anomalous or unauthorized use of funds should be punished, but the integrity of 
members of the Executive Board should not automatically be called into question. It had been intimated 
during the discussion that all members who had voted for the Director-Generars reelection had done so 
because external pressure had been brought to bear on them. It had even been suggested that developing 
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countries were more amenable to corruption. He called on all present to refrain from such dangerous 
generalizations. The Executive Board was made up of members from all regions of the world, with differing 
levels of development. Mexico had long been established as a sovereign State with its own，independent 
foreign policy. Its total autonomy in the voting - the fact that it was influenced by no power, either of the East 
or of the West - should not be questioned. 

In conclusion, he hoped that the necessary corrective measures would rapidly be introduced in order to 
restore to WHO the prestige it had always known and enable it to devote itself to its primary mission -
monitoring world health. 

Mr DE SA BARBUDA (Brazil) congratulated the experts who had prepared the report and the 
members of the Executive Board who had agreed to request its preparation. The report diagnosed weaknesses 
that must be taken care of in the interests of strengthening WHO. His delegation supported the initiation of 
debate on it so as to give all Member States an opportunity to raise their concerns in a democratic way. The 
discussions had so far been fruitful and important for the Organization. 

Brazil supported the implementation of the recommendations contained in the report, as promised by the 
Director-General. Increased transparency must be the main goal in the process of making adjustments within 
WHO. In that context, his country supported some of the proposals made by previous speakers to further that 
end，including disclosure of contracts, follow-up of the implementation of the External Auditor's 
recommendations and restrictions on expense connected with countries that designated members of the Board. 
There was now an unique opportunity, not only to come to an agreement on adjustments needed to increase 
transparency within WHO, but also to ensure that no allegations of shortcomings were raised in the future. 

Mr JORGENSEN (Denmark), recalling the statement on behalf of the Nordic countries by the delegate 
of Norway, said that he himself had a number of supplementary matters to raise. 

He would first like clarification from the Legal Counsel concerning the Chairman's ruling at the previous 
meeting about discussion of the Director-General's appointment. Was it not true that the Director-General 
was elected by the Health Assembly, not by the Executive Board, and that under Rule 111 of the Assembly's 
Rules of Procedure, it could reject the Board's nomination for the position of Director-General? 

Second, he would like to have confirmation from the External Auditor that his assignment had been to 
investigate possible violations of the Organization's financial rules and a clear statement from him as to 
whether he had uncovered any. The report referred to "shortcomings", but if any irregularities had occurred 
they were violations. 

Third, a WHO press release in January 1993, relating to the organization of the audit, indicated it was to 
be carried out both externally and internally, and that the Director-General had pledged that the findings 
would be fully disclosed. The report on the internal audit did not appear to be available, however, and he 
requested clarification on that point from the Director-General. 

Finally, he urged that his questions, and those of other delegations, be answered before the close of the 
current meeting. 

In response to a question from the CHAIRMAN, he explained that his query about the Chairman's 
ruling had been prompted, not by disagreement with the ruling itself, but by the fact that it had followed a 
delegate's statement that had dealt at great length with a possible link between the External Auditor's report 
and the forthcoming election of the Director-General. That statement had intimated that it would not be 
proper, democratic even, for the Health Assembly to overturn the nomination made by the Executive Board. 

Dr NTABA (Malawi) said that the management shortfalls revealed in the External Auditor's report were 
minor but must be noted and corrected nevertheless. The Director-General had already indicated that that 
would be done. He thanked the External Auditor for bringing to light the shortfalls in financial management 
and commended the Director-General for saying he would take corrective action. But the issue was apparently 
a larger one than that of the report of the External Auditor alone. All signs pointed to an underlying, and 
more potentially damaging, issue - that of the reelection of the Director-General. 

Campaigning was inevitable in an election year. Yet in the midst of the campaign，as paragraph 1.2 of 
the report indicated, a Member State had written to WHO, with copies to the internal and external auditors, 
requesting urgent information about travel by the Director-General and accompanying staff since 1 June 1992， 
contracts let since 1 June 1992 for personal services with individuals of any of the 31 countries represented on 
the Executive Board, and resource allocations to those countries. That was a most unusual request, and could 
even be considered unethical. It was against WHO policy to give out such financial information to Member 
States: the questions raised by the Islamic Republic of Iran were thus most pertinent. The External Auditor's 
findings that no financial rules had been violated were welcome news. Travel by headquarters staff and by the 
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Director-General had been in order and no material reallocation of funds had been found in the countries 
concerned, though procedural lapses and administrative shortcomings had been detected. The auditors had 
had full access to the information they required. 

He wondered why such insignificant findings，relating to a very small proportion of ail the contracts 
awarded, were being blown up out of all proportion. After the Executive Board had nominated the Director-
General for reelection, the losing candidate should have accepted defeat gracefully. Appendix A to the 
External Auditor's report showed that the Chairman of the Executive Board had been informed by the Legal 
Counsel of possible irregularities in the granting of contracts by WHO in the months prior to the election. 
Somehow, that information had been leaked to the press. 

The communication from the Legal Counsel to the Chairman of the Executive Board had, as he 
understood it, departed from the usual channel of communication and as such might be considered an irregular 
proceeding. The communication's timing, moreover - so soon after the nomination - would seem to point to a 
desire to discredit both the Director-General and the members of the Executive Board. The good intent of the 
Chairman of the Executive Board was not open to question, nor was his wish to protect WHO's good image. 
But the whole scenario assumed the features of a political witch-hunt, something that must be vigorously 
resisted in WHO, for if unchecked, it would destroy the Organization's good reputation. 

The letter from the Member State and the internal auditor's report should have been annexed to the 
report of the External Auditor，to give delegates the full picture. But the main point was that the serious 
issues raised by the two documents had not been confirmed by the External Auditor's report. While three 
countries had been removed from the list of questionable contracts，other countries, including those from the 
African Region, had not. He hoped the External Auditor had a good explanation for that. 

Malawi was also greatly concerned that the air fares and per diems paid to African delegates attending 
WHO meetings and the International Conference on Nutrition featured in the report as questionable contracts. 
Because of their expertise, members of the Executive Board should be fully involved in WHO's work. Yet it 
was hard to see how members from developing countries could participate without air fare, per diem and other 
forms of support. 

The events of the current Health Assembly did not constitute the finest moments of the Organization. 
Discussions on auditor's reports or on the election of a Director-General had never been so polarized or 
destabilizing. The report before the Assembly provided no cause for questioning the integrity of the Director-
General or the credibility of members of the Executive Board. He hoped the tendency to tear WHO apart 
would not be allowed to continue. 

Dr SATTAR YOOSUF (Maldives) asked what criteria had been used to define a contract for the 
purposes of Appendix E to the External Auditor's report, in which his country figured. He did not see how 
expenses incurred for travel to an essential technical conference could be considered a contract. Were there 
any WHO decisions governing the issue? Allegations of financial irregularities were an unjustified slur on his 
country's honour and integrity. 

Some developed countries had objected to the involvement of members of the Executive Board in paid 
technical work for WHO. Perhaps those countries did not realize that senior health experts from small 
developing countries, who were likely to be employed by WHO for technical work, were also likely to be 
nominated for the Executive Board, because there was simply no-one else qualified to serve. The Executive 
Board itself had expressed the wish that members should become more involved in WHO's work. There 
should certainly be some sort of review mechanism to prevent misconduct，but he did not favour an outright 
ban. 

Mr VAN DAELE (Belgium) said that many of the criticisms and questions raised during the current 
debate had arisen from Member States desire to ensure that the system for monitoring and controlling the 
activities of WHO was entirely above suspicion. The perceived lack of transparency in the Organization's 
activities had been increased by the 48-day block on access to computer records, mentioned in paragraphs 2.7 
and 4.5 of the report. What legal justification could there be for such a step，and who had authorized it? 

Mr OSMANY (Bangladesh) suggested that the Committee should first decide whether the report of the 
External Auditor had any legal basis. He understood，for example，that the scope of the External Auditor's 
inquiry had been extended after it had begun. If the Committee accepted that the External Auditor's report 
was legally valid, it could then go on to discuss the issues arising from it. 

The Chairman said that the External Auditor's report had been admitted as an official document of the 
Committee，so its legal validity was not in doubt. 
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Mr SALA Vaimüi II (Samoa) said that it was strange that the questions raised in the External Auditor's 
report should have arisen at such a delicate moment in WHO's history. The External Auditor had found no 
evidence of deliberate fraud, and had received complete cooperation from the Director-General and the 
Secretariat in his inquiries. The question was surely a matter for the Executive Board, rather than for a 
committee of the Health Assembly, which ought to devote its time to the Organization's real task - improving 
the health of the world's people. 

Dr GIBRIL (Sierra Leone) said that his country had also been mentioned in to the External Auditor's 
report under Appendix E, entitled "Contracts for services with members, alternates or advisers of the Executive 
Board, July to December 1992". His country had allegedly been granted one "contract" from WHO 
headquarters and two "contracts" from the Regional Office for Africa, to a total value of US$ 23 336. 
However, in none of those cases was there any connection with a member of the Executive Board, an alternate 
or an adviser. The first case concerned a project to assess the health situation in Sierra Leone, in view of the 
current civil war there, while the other two cases involved travelling expenses for important WHO meetings. If 
WHO was going to consider a claim for travelling expenses as a "contract", it would hardly encourage Member 
States to attend its conferences. The corrigendum to the External Auditor's report (A46/33 Corr.l) had 
withdrawn similar allegations in respect of a number of Member States, but many others on the list were 
equally blameless. 

Appendix G to the report referred to a study tour to South-East Asia, undertaken by himself, as 
Secretary of State for Health and Social Services, and another senior official from Sierra Leone. The study 
tour was a follow-up to a health sector seminar on the establishment of the country's first overall health policy. 
The External Auditor's report implied that the expenditure of WHO funds during the tour had not been fully 
accounted for, but in fact he had submitted a full report of the tour to WHO headquarters. Surely it was not 
necessary to list every detail in claims for travel and subsistence expenses? He felt that the criteria used in the 
External Auditor's report had been applied more strictly to some countries than to others. 

Dr SHAMLAYE (Seychelles) said that the members of the Executive Board were designated by their 
governments precisely because of their knowledge of the Organization and their high level of expertise in 
health matters. They should be allowed to participate in WHO's technical work, since that would make the 
members more committed to and knowledgeable about WHO, while also benefiting the Organization. It would 
also make members less vulnerable to pressure from their own governments. The report of the Executive 
Board Working Group on the WHO Response to Global Change that would be considered by the ninety-
second session of the Executive Board actually called for greater involvement of Executive Board members in 
WHO's work. In any case, mechanisms existed to prevent financial misconduct. 

Mr TUN OHN (Myanmar) said that, in his opinion, any shortcomings in the financial management and 
contracting practices of WHO owed more to human error than to fraudulent intent. In any case, there had 
been no evidence of actual fraud. He did not feel that the investigation of the alleged financial irregularities 
should have any influence on the appointment of the Director-General. 

Mr MAYAGILA (United Republic of Tanzania) said that the cases described in the External Auditor's 
report had mostly arisen because of a lack of guidance about the granting of WHO consultancy contracts to 
Executive Board members. A number of steps were clearly necessary. Firstly, there should be a clear policy 
about the award of such contracts. Secondly, senior officers should be more accountable for their decisions 
concerning the award of contracts. Thirdly, official travel should be related to planned activities and serve a 
stated purpose. Fourthly, all individuals, except those who were actually members of the Executive Board, 
should be considered for WHO contracts on an equal basis. The Director-General and his senior managers 
should be given time to implement the External Auditor's recommendations, and should report back to 
Member States on their progress. Finally, he agreed that the questions raised in the External Auditor's report 
should not be allowed to influence the appointment of the Director-General. 

Dr MUZIRA (Uganda) said that the External Auditor's report had highlighted certain weaknesses in 
WHO's financial management, particularly in the award of contracts to Executive Board members and the 
regulations preventing full payment of contractors before the contract was completed. Programme managers 
did not have enough control over the funds allocated to their programmes. It was also essential to ensure that 
all financial records were available when an internal audit was carried out. If WHO were to achieve its goals， 
it would have to improve financial management and administration and achieve greater transparency in all its 
financial transactions. It was gratifying to note, however, that no evidence of actual fraud had been discovered. 
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The External Auditor's report should be used to strengthen WHO's financial management, not to discredit the 
Director-General or members of the Executive Board. It was important that Executive Board members should 
continue to carry out consultancy work for WHO. 

Mr ANGATIA (Kenya) said that the current debate was in itself a kind of audit of WHO's practices. 
He agreed with the External Auditor's conclusion that programme managers should be more accountable to 
their superiors, and that WHO should establish a policy on the granting of contracts to members of the 
Executive Board. He also supported the action already taken by WHO as indicated in paragraph 3.39 of the 
report. 

Dr DABDOUB ARRIEN (Bolivia) thanked the External Auditor for his highly professional and clear 
report and the Director-General for sending it to Member States and taking action on the External Auditor's 
recommendations so promptly. He requested the Director-General to act with the same promptness in 
submitting a report to the Executive Board at its next session. 

Over the past few months WHO had gone through a very different, or at least more complex, procedure 
for the appointment of its Director-General. Bolivia was one of the countries that had designated a member 
of the Executive Board and its conduct in the matter under consideration had been transparent, clear and firm: 
it considered that those responsible for any irregularity must be punished，but that it was also necessary to 
punish those who made assertions that often called into question the dignity of individuals or the sovereignty 
of States in order to sow doubt. The vote in the Executive Board had not been influenced by anyone. Bolivia, 
although it had a national serving on the Board, had not been mentioned in the External Auditor's report, but 
it was right that those countries whose nationals had received some form of contract should have clarified their 
situation. 

Nevertheless, the matter before the Committee was not confined to an auditor's report. There were 
other aspects that affected the Organization's credibility and future. It was not enough to consider only the 
amounts of the contracts concerned, since they constituted only a very small proportion of WHO's overall 
budget. The nub of the matter was the ethical situation at the personal, administrative or other level, in 
respect of which Member States had different attitudes. But what was ethical? Was it ethical to question the 
conduct of certain Board members, particularly from developing countries, by giving the impression that they 
were more susceptible to corruption, to outside pressure or to covert techniques of defamation as exemplified 
by the envelope that he had found in his hotel pigeon-hole containing press cuttings in which allegations were 
made against the Director-General? Was it not less ethical to make, in a very underhand way, the level of the 
resources to be allocated to WHO depend on who would be elected as the next Director-General? Was it not 
less ethical to state, without mentioning any names, that some Board members had received between 
US$ 20 000 and US$ 25 000 for their vote? Would it not be dangerous if the Health Assembly, as a result of 
the comments made, were to reject the nomination made democratically by the Executive Board and thus 
damage the reputation of Board members? Bolivia, as a developing country, viewed with concern anything 
which could adversely affect WHO's future，since what was being called into question was not only the election 
of the Director-General but the sovereignty of States and the very existence of the Organization. It would, 
however, be a mistake not to take advantage of the opportunity to establish new administrative control 
measures to correct the faults which had been revealed. Bolivia fully supported the Executive Board, and its 
conduct, and called upon the world health community to continue to work, under the leadership of WHO, in 
the campaign to achieve greater social equity in health matters, for which all were responsible and not only 
those who contributed resources to the Organization. 

Dr KRAUS (Namibia) supported the recommendations made by the External Auditor and the appeals 
made by several delegates for more effective financial administration and a better control of funds by senior 
officials in WHO. All Member States of WHO must accept collective responsibility for the present crisis; the 
Organization had received legal advice in 1984 not to employ members of the Executive Board and to exercise 
caution over their use as temporary advisers, but no further action in that regard had been taken and the 
advice had not been generally applied. It was indeed unfortunate that nine years had passed since that advice 
had been received, during which it would appear that neither self-regulatory administrative mechanisms in the 
Organization nor Member States had been aware that the practices concerned had been perpetuated. 

His delegation hoped that an appropriate resolution on the subject would be adopted and that the 
required procedures would be implemented to ensure that there would be no recurrence of such irregularities 
in future. It also hoped that the WHO Secretariat would adopt a positive attitude to the recommendations of 
the External Auditor, the subsequent deliberations of the Committee and the possible adoption of a resolution 
by the Health Assembly, since the purpose of the entire exercise was ultimately to improve the Organization's 
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administration and image. Namibia, as a developing country, was one of the many beneficiaries of WHO and 
hoped that the problem could be resolved as speedily, as effectively and as painlessly as possible, so that the 
Organization could focus its undivided attention on health for all. 

Mr GARCIA COSTA (Uruguay) said that the report before the Committee could be objectively 
described as an ad hoc one, since the circumstances in which it had been produced clearly indicated that it had 
been requested with the preconceived purpose of interfering with the decision taken by the Executive Board 
regarding the election of the Director-General. It also mixed up completely unimportant issues with others 
that might possibly be important. In any case，its subject matter was quite insignificant in comparison with the 
Organization's overall activities and expenditures. 

With regard to the member of the Executive Board designated by Uruguay, it called into question what 
was incorrectly termed a "contract", supposedly awarded in exchange for the adoption of a certain position in 
the vote in the Executive Board. In fact, there had not been any contract, but rather a form of funding. The 
member of the Executive Board from Uruguay was the vice-president of the national committee that was 
preparing the World Congress on Sports Medicine to be held in Uruguay in 1994. Consequently, there was 
absolutely nothing wrong in his seeking to obtain further information of value to his country. The report was 
therefore of little relevance. The Committee and the Health Assembly should take note of it and continue 
their work on matters that were certainly much more important for WHO. 

Mr KAWAI (Japan) expressed his appreciation of the openness displayed by so many delegations 
regarding the findings of the External Auditor's report. His delegation was satisfied with the way in which the 
situation had been understood by the large majority of Member States and, in conjunction with other like-
minded delegations, it intended to submit a draft resolution on the subject based on the discussion in the 
Committee. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) said that his delegation，like that of Japan, appreciated the 
openness with which the issue had been discussed. It was clear that many members of the Committee had 
been previously unaware of it, and the discussion had provided a useful opportunity for all delegations to 
express their concerns. It was in nobody's interest to hide the facts. It was necessary to know what had 
happened and to make sure that WHO had taken steps to correct any procedures and any internal control 
mechanisms that had led to problems which had to be avoided in future. 

Some of the statements made in the discussion appeared to reflect a misunderstanding that required 
correction. There was no vendetta or witch hunt by one country or a group of countries against any person or 
any other country. What had been heard were very serious and legitimate expressions of concern regarding 
the reputation and future of WHO, an agency which until recently had been known as the jewel in the crown 
of the United Nations system. The Health Assembly's current task was to set a course for WHO in the next 
decade and to shape a plan that would help everyone to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century. The 
next five years would be critical for the Organization's ability to confront those challenges, and during that vital 
period WHO's management would need to ensure that the Organization was restructured and administered in 
ways that could put into place a firm foundation for the future. Every Member State, and especially the 
developing countries that had so much to gain from WHO, had an interest in keeping the Organization strong, 
credible and viable. The United States of America, as a major contributor, shared that interest very deeply 
and would continue to work for the betterment of WHO，pressing for reforms in support of that goal. The 
appearance of mismanagement or misuse of funds was an important issue, and care must be taken to ensure 
that there was a greatly reduced potential for the misinterpretation of actions by either the Secretariat or the 
Executive Board. His delegation therefore looked forward to hearing the Secretariat's replies to the questions 
raised before the Health Assembly proceeded with the election. 

Mr BONNEVILLE (France) said that the Committee was not a court of law and there was no question 
of it implicating or accusing any particular person. Many delegations had raised a large number of questions 
on the origin of the auditing procedure，and that proved that the debate had not been in vain. In his 
delegation's opinion, it ought to have been longer, so that all the questions raised could be fully answered. 
There was some ambiguity as to the responsibility for the financial irregularities that had been reported, not 
because they had not occurred, but because WHO's Financial Regulations and Constitution did not deal with 
such cases. 

Given the deadlines imposed, the External Auditor's report could not but be incomplete and some 
degree of vagueness was unavoidable. It should be borne in mind that access to the information systems had 
been disrupted or made impossible for several weeks while he had been conducting his inquiry. The French 
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delegation therefore considered that a more thorough inquiry should be made，covering a longer period and 
answering a number of questions of vital importance. It also wished to know what disciplinary measures had 
been taken following the receipt of the report, what follow-up action had been taken in respect of it, and what 
conclusions had been reached by the Chief of the Office of Audit and Administrative Management. It was to 
be hoped that the latter would be in a position to comment on his work and that his report would be made 
available to delegates. In addition，the Financial Regulations should be amended so as to prohibit underhand 
practices and to provide for disciplinary action when they occurred. The arrangements for awarding contracts 
to members of the Executive Board, whose workload during their term of office precluded them from being 
able to serve as WHO consultants, should be clarified. 

Thus, far from being reassuring, both the report and the debate on it were disturbing and showed that an 
unhealthy attitude prevailed in circumstances in which clarity, transparency and the highest moral standards 
were required. The Committee was faced by ambiguity, intrigue and the avoidance of responsibilities - a 
situation that was ethically damaging to WHO. His delegation was determined that it should not become a 
precedent in the United Nations system. 

Mr ANTELO PEREZ (Cuba) said that the topic under consideration was extremely important because 
financial matters and the honesty with which WHO's funds were used were crucial to the Organization's 
performance. However, the External Auditor had found no evidence of fraud or misappropriation of funds, 
and no obstacles had been put in the way of his investigations. Consequently, the Committee should restrict 
itself to the report before it and ignore the distorted information on the situation that had appeared in the 
press. 

It was noteworthy that, of the 28 000 contracts awarded in 1992，only 83 had been investigated, 
accounting for only 0.15% of the total amount spent on contracts. He was not suggesting that all 28 000 
contracts should be investigated, but it would be interesting to know the percentages of contracts awarded to 
nationals of different countries in order to ascertain whether or not there was a trend in favour of countries 
with nationals serving on the Executive Board. It would also be interesting to know how the External Auditor's 
present report differed from previous ones and what serious problems had been encountered in the current but 
not in earlier audits. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that a number of delegations that had requested the floor after the closure 
of the speaker's list should be authorized to speak，given the importance of the debate. 

It was so agreed. 

Mr OKELY (Australia) said that, where money matters were concerned, strict rules and probity were of 
the essence. It had clearly emerged from the discussion that the External Auditor had conducted the audit in 
an appropriate and professional manner; that，although he had found no compelling evidence of major fraud, 
there were some gaps in the Financial Regulations that might provide an opportunity for financial misconduct; 
and that the Member States must ensure, in cooperation with the Secretariat, that those gaps were filled. 
Member States must consider the suggestions for reform and operational improvement and select the best 
among them; through the Executive Board and the Health Assembly, they must again assume responsibility 
for the future of WHO and determine its direction and objectives，the performance standards of the 
Secretariat and ways of testing outcomes. While the Director-General was committed to the reform process, it 
was for Member States to provide guidance and the wherewithal for change. It was in the interest of all 
Member States that changes should lead to a more effective use of resources. It had taken the External 
Auditor's report to place the Health Assembly squarely before the challenge of assuming collective 
responsibility. 

Dr BEN KHALIFA (Tunisia) said that the document before the Committee provided a welcome 
opportunity for self-criticism and an open discussion of financial problems, since transparency was required at 
ail levels in the work of WHO, whose reputation must remain untarnished. It was clear from the discussion 
that there were gaps in WHO's Financial Regulations and other rules and that steps must be taken to fill them. 
It was also important to adhere strictly to the conclusions of the External Auditor's report itself and to adopt a 
positive attitude in the interests of WHO's work on behalf of those who were most in need. 

Dr LAWSON (Benin) said that WHO was undoubtedly sick. Its acknowledged deficiencies called for 
concerted action. She suggested that an interregional interdisciplinary committee of specialists should be set 
up to consider all aspects of the disease to ensure that WHO recovered fully before it was too late. 
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Turning to the forthcoming election, she asked two questions: what would happen, firstly, if the 
Director-General was reelected and, secondly, if he was not reelected? In the first instance, was there any 
truth in the rumour that the largest donors would cease to pay their contributions and transfer certain 
programmes to other organizations? In the second instance，what would become of those that had voted in 
favour of reelection? An old African proverb said that when two elephants fought it was the grass under foot 
that suffered. She appealed to all to choose the path of dialogue and to take the necessary measures to ensure 
that the Organization operated smoothly. The poor developing countries needed international solidarity; they 
needed WHO, but not an organization that had been stripped of its functions. She urged all Member States to 
work together for a new, healthier Organization. 

Mrs PALACIOS (Nicaragua) said that the audit, carried out at the request of one Member State, had 
covered only contracts awarded after 1 June 1992, the Director-General's travel, and the allocation of funds to 
countries that had designated persons to serve on the Executive Board. Of the 43 contracts examined, only 
four or five had been found to be flawed in some way while there were more or less serious deficiencies in one 
or two others. The External Auditor had concluded that such shortcomings were due both to the broad powers 
of programme managers and to the lack of policies governing contractual relations with Executive Board 
members. 

Reports of the kind under consideration were necessary to ensure the transparency of WHO's activities, 
but should be produced more systematically and more regularly. The External Auditor's highly constructive 
recommendations had already begun to be implemented by the Secretariat; steps should be taken to ensure 
that their implementation was completed. Since most of the contracts were in conformity with the 
Organization's procedures, there were no grounds for linking the findings of the report with the outcome of the 
election of the Director-General. 

Dr PAREDES GUERRA (Peru) was surprised not only by the lack of any basis for the current debate 
but also at the valuable time it was taking up. He was not condoning irregularities or questioning the 
importance of the discussion or the need for transparency in financial management, but the reporting 
obligations of both the External Auditor and the Office of Audit and Administrative Management provided the 
necessary transparency. Moreover, the former had not found any serious fault. There seemed to be a 
suggestion that any committees set up would only be regarded as satisfactory if they produced the desired 
answers. The Director-General of an organization like WHO must be able to take decisions not necessarily 
provided for in the rules; he had been elected precisely because of his ability to take decisions. 

If the rules entitled the Chairman of the Executive Board to first-class travel, then why not the Director-
Generars? Moreover, the sums involved were minimal as compared with the overall budget of the 
Organization, for which the Director-General had full responsibility. Furthermore, the fact that the contracts 
and travel costs were for the benefit of the developing countries could hardly be questioned because 
appropriate criteria were certainly applied by the officials responsible for authorizing the relevant expenditure. 

The situation provided food for thought about the image of the Organization and the reputation of those 
whose honour was being questioned in the absence of any conclusive evidence, and who had only the 
Organization's interests at heart. Consideration must also be given to the precedent that would be set by 
disregarding the recommendations of the Executive Board regarding the reelection of the Director-General. 

Consideration should be given to changing the rules concerning the term of office of the Director-
General, who should be eligible for reelection only once in order to avoid the potential for political or personal 
manipulation that went with long terms of office. 

Dr NYMADAWA (Mongolia) said that, since the report's focus was on areas not covered by the 
Financial Regulations, the External Auditor's observations might serve as a basis for the Organization's current 
efforts to review and strengthen those Regulations so as to improve contracting practices. 

The External Auditor had reported some shortcomings, but his report itself was not free from 
shortcomings, as could be seen from document A46/33 Corr.l. The contracts involving Mongolia included the 
reimbursement of expenditure by the Executive Board member or alternate designated by Mongolia for travel 
to a Regional Committee meeting, which was normal procedure for all Member countries. The separate 
treatment of Member States that had designated members of the Executive Board could be termed 
discriminatory. 

He agreed with other speakers that there were no grounds for connecting the findings of the report with 
the election of the Director-General. 
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Mr NZOMWITA (Organization of African Unity), speaking at the invitation of the CHAIRMAN, and 
referring to the issue raised in paragraphs 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29 of the report of the External Auditor, said that 
his Organization had complied with the agreed procedures set out in its contracts with the many organizations 
from which it received technical and financial assistance. As in the past, OAU had provided WHO with a full 
statement of accounts and a full report of the meeting held with WHO assistance，and the money left over had 
been refunded to WHO. The working documents and conclusions of the meeting had been transmitted to 
WHO. The activities were also fully reported to the annual OAU/United Nations meeting in 1992 in which 
WHO had participated. Such cooperation with the United Nations and the specialized agencies was deemed 
necessary not only in order to strengthen cooperation but also to solve the serious problems of a continent 
more in need of assistance than any other. The Expert Review Meeting referred to in the report had enabled 
OAU to establish the Regional Nutrition Strategy already endorsed by the Sub-Committee on Nutrition and to 
be reviewed and endorsed by the OAU Council of Ministers in June 1993 and by the OAU Summit later that 
month. He trusted that those explanations would shed light on the paragraphs in question. 

Professor GIRARD (Chairman of the Executive Board) said that his feelings at the conclusion of the 
discussion were mixed. It was entirely to the Organization's honour that it had been possible to hold such a 
debate. Following the initiative that he had been compelled to take in January 1993, all delegations had been 
fully informed, had been able to express their views and been willing to work together in what had been 
neither a court of law nor a political tribunal; no accusations had been levelled at any delegates, delegation, 
Board member or country. He regretted that there had been a need for such a debate; every effort must be 
made to ensure that the irregularities concerned could never happen again. The time for the examination of 
consciences was past; the Organization should be adult enough to ensure，without precluding recourse to 
expert assistance where needed, that grounds for suspicion never arose in future, for distrust was more 
dangerous than known facts. That had been the reason for the advice given by the Legal Counsel in 1984. 

Without entering into the substance of the discussion of what connection, if any, there had been between 
such recourse to expert assistance and the nomination of the Director-General, he reminded delegates that 
what was at stake was the future of the Organization and the future health of the world. He therefore 
appealed to delegates, most of whom were physicians，to act responsibly. 

Mr MILLER (representative of the External Auditor), in reply to the serious concerns of the delegate of 
Japan about a targeted audit and the fact that the report had considered the use by WHO of contributions 
from only one country, referred the Committee to paragraph 2.2 of the report, which in its final sentence 
stated that contracts had not been selected by source of funds or allotment holder, something that was 
unknown at the time of selection. The coincidence of sources of funds and allotment holders had been a 
finding of the audit，not a factor that determined what was examined. 

In reply to the delegate of Seychelles, and with particular regard to a US$ 21 000 contract mentioned in 
the report, he said that the audit team had received from the Secretariat all the facts and information 
requested. The External Auditor worked independently and drew conclusions without reference to the 
Secretariat, its practices or conduct. In the view of the External Auditor, the contract in question read as a 
contract made out to an individual, its various clauses being addressed to the individual signatory. The name 
of the Ministry of Health concerned appeared only as part of the address in the letter heading and was not 
mentioned in the body of the contract. For those reasons it had been considered proper to include it in 
Appendix E. The inclusion of two other contracts, to the value of US$ 11 956, in that list had also been 
queried, and similar points had been taken up by other delegates. The contracts in question had concerned 
temporary adviser appointments and had been included as contracts in the sample audited in accordance with 
WHO's own list of contract types shown in the table in Appendix D which had been agreed with WHO. 
Further clarification was provided by footnote (c) to Table 2 of the report, also agreed with WHO. 

In reply to the delegate of Swaziland, who had queried his country's appearance in Appendix E since, as 
a country, it had concluded no contracts with WHO，he pointed out that the contracts listed in Appendix E did 
not refer to contractual relationships between WHO and countries or governments but to contracts with 
Executive Board members, their alternates or advisers for the period from July to December 1992, as indicated 
in the table heading. The three contracts listed against Swaziland were temporary adviser contracts. 

In response to the delegate of France, who had asked what assurance there was that no manipulation of 
records had taken place, he drew attention to paragraph 4.4 which stated that the External Auditor's staff had 
been satisfied that there had been no suspicious circumstances surrounding any changes to the records they 
had found. Paragraph 6.13 provided further confirmation. The audit team had been able to reconstruct 
back-up data and carry out comparisons as further assurance. As to the period covered by the audit, contracts 
in the first as well as the second half of 1992 had been scrutinized as would be clear from a perusal of Table 1. 
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Paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2 of the report explained the rationale. Contracts up to and including January 1993, the 
time of the announcement by the Chairman of the Executive Board, had been examined. The audit 
undertaken for the remainder of 1993 would follow up and examine those issues. 

The delegate of the United Kingdom had asked why all the information required had not been made 
available to the External Auditor at the time it had been required. Paragraph 4.5 of the report described the 
circumstances of the limitations on access. All the information required had been provided; access restrictions 
had been removed on request and the audit had not subsequently been impeded. The External Auditor was 
unable to comment on matters outside his knowledge, such as whether other incidents or irregularities had 
occurred and whether the WHO staff members mentioned in the report were the only ones responsible for 
irregularities. All the relevant and significant findings of the audit appeared in the report. However, the 
report was not of the same nature as the audit opinion accompanying the biennial financial report and 
accounts and could provide assurances only on the contracts examined. 

He agreed with the delegate of the Philippines that it was for WHO management to decide whether a 
project was worth funding and assured her that the External Auditor had not attempted to do so. The 
External Auditor was, however, competent to express an opinion as to whether a contract or its output 
represented value for money. That aspect was, indeed, explicitly recognized in WHO's Financial Regulations, 
where under the Additional Terms of Reference Governing the External Audit, the External Auditor was 
enjoined to bring to the notice of the Health Assembly wasteful or improper expenditure of the Organization's 
money or other assets, notwithstanding that the accounting for the transactions might be correct. 

In reply to the delegate of the United Arab Emirates, he emphasized that the audit had looked at 
contracts related to all Member States and not just those related to Member States eligible to designate a 
person to serve on the Executive Board, as paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2 of the report confirmed. As shown in 
paragraphs 3.26 to 3.30 of the report, the External Auditor had had relatively few observations to make on 
contracts with Member States not represented on the Board. There were a number of observations about 
contracts with Board members or their alternates or advisers. Furthermore, special concerns about those 
contracts had arisen out of the question of conflict of interest, which were discussed in paragraphs 3.35 and 
3.36. 1 

In reply to the delegate of the Islamic Republic of Iran, he said that the request for the external audit 
and the concern relating to it were fully covered in the report. The decision to carry out the audit had been 
taken by the External Auditor, who had felt it proper so to respond to that concern and request. The scope of 
the audit had been decided by the External Auditor himself. The issue as to whether selective examination of 
a percentage of work was an adequate basis for a comprehensive conclusion on financial irregularities would 
have to be decided by delegates themselves when they considered the implications of the External Auditor's 
conclusions set out in part 6 of the report. It was true in a narrow sense that the selection of contracts 
described in paragraph 2.2 of the report, had not been undertaken on a statistical basis and thus the results of 
the sampling could not be extrapolated in the way that was often done with audit work. The fees for the audit 
had not yet been paid although WHO had agreed to bear the costs; the final details would be worked out with 
the Secretariat in due course. However, while the report was under discussion the audit process could not be 
said to be fully complete. A tentative estimate of the cost, submitted without prejudice since negotiations were 
still pending with the Organization, was in the region of 80 000 pounds sterling. As to whether there had been 
any systematic breach in financial rules the External Auditor considered there to have been a series of 
breaches in financial rules and procedures laid down in the WHO Manual, which were underpinned by the 
Financial Regulations of the Organization. He referred delegates to the conclusions set out in paragraph 6.16. 

Replying to the delegates of Zimbabwe and the Maldives, he confirmed that arrangements for travel and 
meetings had been included in the audit since they were recognized as contracts by WHO. Further, he pointed 
out that the contract for US$ 150 000 in connection with the Philippines did not appear in Appendix E but in a 
separate appendix of its own (Appendix F) since it was not a contract with a Board member, alternate or 
adviser, but with an institution in a Member State. He could not comment on any suppositions made by others 
with respect to the External Auditor's report but only on the content of that report. With respect to the timing 
of disclosure and the circumstances of the publication of the report，he said that the External Auditor had 
prepared the report and submitted it, as was proper, to the President of the Health Assembly with copies to 
the Chairman of the Executive Board, who had called for the audit, and to the Director-General. That had 
been the extent of the External Auditor's direct responsibilities in the matter. Questions as to the publication 
and dispatch of the report should be directed to the Secretariat. 

The delegate of Zambia had asked whether the audit data were sufficient to support the conclusions and 
recommendations of the report. The basis for the audit's conclusions and recommendations was clearly set out 
iii the report. It was for delegates to draw their own conclusions as to the significance they attached to those 
conclusions and recommendations and the merit they accorded the report. 
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Documentation on the irregularity of a change of class for an air ticket requested by the delegate of 
Mexico was available and could be provided with the agreement of the Secretariat. The travel in question had 
been to the ninety-first session of the Board in January 1993. The report noted that in five cases, including 
that concerning Mexico, WHO had not adhered to the Health Assembly resolution stipulating that only 
economy class travel should be reimbursed, and had recorded the Organization's explanation thereto. The 
contract for US$ 5000 listed under Mexico in Appendix E was for a temporary adviser contract in the name of 
a Dr Sepulveda and concerned travel between Mexico and Jakarta. The contract was not part of the sample 
audited in detail and therefore, no particulars appeared in the report. No impropriety was implied in relation 
to that contract; it was merely one of the contracts listed for the period concerned. He assured the delegate 
of Mexico that the report in no way called into question the honour or the ethical conduct of any Board 
member or delegate. 

In reply to the delegate of Denmark, who had called for a clear-cut response as to whether there had 
been any violation of the Organization's financial rules, he noted that care had to be taken in use of the term 
"financial rules", which could be taken to mean the Financial Rules or Financial Regulations or to the broader 
area of all the Organization's financial rules and procedures, including those set out in the WHO Manual. In 
that latter sense, there had been breaches. 

Appendix E listed all contracts in the period concerned that had been concluded with members of the 
Executive Board, their alternates or advisers. He assured the delegate of Malawi that there was no suggestion 
that those contracts were questionable. 

In reply to the delegate of Sierra Leone regarding the title of Appendix E，he said that the Appendix was 
only one aspect of the audit and that it would be wrong to regard its title as in conflict with the title of the 
report as a whole. 

On the question of contracts with Sierra Leone, the delegate had said that none had been concluded with 
the Board member, his alternate or his adviser, yet reference had been made in the report to contracts with 
headquarters and the Regional Office. He felt that there may have been some misunderstanding - possibly 
the delegate was referring to a particular contract not shown in Appendix E with a person who was not an 
Executive Board member; that contract was referred to in Appendix G. The contracts referred to in 
Appendix E related to a study tour, also referred to in Appendix G, and two further Regional Office contracts 
of the temporary adviser type concerning programmes and meetings. If any further clarification was needed, 
he would be happy to discuss the precise details with the delegate of Sierra Leone outside the meeting. 

Reference had been made to the corrigendum issued to the report and to the fact that although some 
errors had been corrected, similar concessions had not been made for other countries. He confirmed that the 
relevant information had been made available: on 3 May he had received a letter from the Regional Director 
for Africa referring to a number of contracts with the African countries listed in Appendix E and suggesting 
that they ought not to be included. However, he had already explained that those countries were properly 
included in the Appendix; participants at meetings and conferences fell within the scope of the report since 
their contracts were of the type listed in Appendix D，and were acknowledged in Table 2. Furthermore，he 
confirmed that the Secretariat had been consulted and had agreed to the content of the contract listings. 
Those causing concern were temporary adviser contracts. 

The delegate of Uruguay had suggested that the purpose behind the External Audit report was to 
influence the process of appointment of the Director-General and that it was an ad hoc report. He agreed 
with the use of the term ad hoc - it was a special report on a special topic, specially requested - but denied 
unequivocally the purpose alleged by that delegate and stressed that that was no part of the Auditor's work or 
thinking. The gestation of the report was clearly set out in Part 1. He felt that the same answer should also 
address the concern expressed by the delegate of Japan about the purpose underlying the review. 

The delegate of Cuba had asked for a comparative analysis of contracts indicating whether or not 
countries with nationals serving on the Executive Board had been favoured. He was not sure what further 
clarification could be given; the Secretariat might be able to provide more information on other contracts and 
the number, extent and balance of contracts generally, apart from those examined by the External Auditor. It 
might be helpful for the delegate of Cuba to study paragraph 3.2 of the report, particularly the reference to 
"amounts obligated at country level". 

Dr ANTELO PEREZ (Cuba) said that further clarification of the point just made was indeed required. 
A comparison was needed between contracts concluded in connection with the 31 countries with nationals 
serving on the Board and those awarded in relation to the entire membership of the Organization. He would 
like to see a table showing all 28 000 contracts concluded and identifying the countries concerned so that the 
proportion let in connection with the 31 countries became clear. It was important to clarify that issue since an 
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audit had been requested which would cost some 80 000 pounds sterling，a sum similar to that allocated for the 
latter contracts. 

Mr MILLER (representative of the External Auditor) said that Mr Aitken, Assistant Director-General, 
would comment on that point once he had concluded his own remarks. 

The delegate of mongolia had said that the External Auditor's report was not free of shortcomings and 
had referred to the Corrigendum and Appendix E. Further, the delegate had pointed out that the contracts 
shown for Mongolia were for Regional Committee travel expenses and normal business of the Organization. 
He felt that he had already explained the reason for inclusion of those contracts in his earlier replies. 

In response to a question from the delegate of Denmark, he confirmed that the External Auditor was 
fully aware of the findings in the internal audit's report and that there had been liaison with the Chief, Office 
of Audit and Administrative Management during the external review. 

Mr TOPPING (Office of the Legal Counsel) said that two groups of questions had been addressed to the 
Legal Counsel concerning the External Auditor's report. The first concerned the advice given by the Legal 
Counsel in 1984 that Executive Board members should not be employed as short-term consultants or as short-
term professionals because that created a staff employment relationship with a potential conflict of interest 
since they would be both staff and Board members at that time. The Legal Counsel had also advised caution 
over the use of Executive Board members as "technical experts". He understood that in response to that 
advice the WHO Personnel Division had endeavoured, to the extent possible, to avoid the conclusion of such 
contracts with Executive Board members. 

The advice did not mean, however, that Executive Board members would be excluded from all WHO 
work: they had a role, in their capacity as Board members, for example, for monitoring and evaluating WHO 
programmes at global, regional and country level, with reasonable cost reimbursement of elements such as 
travel costs and subsistence allowance, as mentioned by several delegations. There was，however, a "grey" area, 
where the person or the institution was engaged as an independent contractor, which was not covered by the 
existing rules and provision including those set out in the WHO manual. 

In response to that situation, the Director-General was proposing the establishment of a system of rules 
and of information-gathering and disclosure to ensure the proper use of Executive Board members in WHO's 
work. The Chairman of the Executive Board had discussed with the Legal Counsel a means of disclosure and 
a code of conduct within the Board. Ail of those issues were under study by the administration and by the 
Executive Board Working Group on the WHO Response to Global Change. 

In reply to the second group of questions, concerning whether the External Auditor's investigation was 
properly initiated, and in particular whether the Executive Board or anyone else had the authority to call for 
such a review, he explained that, under Rule 12.5 of the Financial Regulations, the World Health Assembly 
could request the External Auditor to perform a specific examination. The Executive Board did not normally 
instruct the External Auditor to carry out an audit but, as the executive organ of the Health Assembly, it was 
reasonable for it to call attention to a particular situation; the Director-General, or indeed, a Member State, 
might also take such action. 

However, it was clear under section 12.4 of the Financial Regulations that the External Auditor was 
independent; furthermore, section 1 of the Appendix to the Financial Regulations, entitled "Additional terms 
of reference governing the External Audit of the World Health Organization", empowered the External 
Auditor to perform such audit of the accounts of WHO as he might deem necessary. Therefore when the 
Director-General and the Chairman of the Executive Board both drew attention to a particular situation in 
January 1993, it was entirely within the competence of the External Auditor to decide whether to carry out the 
investigation. 

On the question of whether it was proper for WHO to consider reimbursing the expenses, he explained 
that the External Auditor was appointed by the World Health Assembly and was part of the functioning of 
WHO even though he was independent. It was consistent with that status that the External Auditor's normal 
costs were covered by WHO and included in the budget; it also followed that it was reasonable for WHO to 
pay for any other specific investigation the External Auditor might reasonably consider necessary to carry out 
his function properly. Otherwise, the Organization might lay itself open to the allegation that it was impeding 
his work. 

Dr SEPULVEDA (Mexico), speaking on a point of order, asked whether delegations would have the 
opportunity to respond to the comments of the representative of the External Auditor, some of which had 
aroused further concern. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that there were two points; first, the Committee would have to decide whether to 
hold further discussions and，secondly, the Assistant Director-General's reply might clarify the matter. 

Mr AITKEN (Assistant Director-General) stressed the seriousness with which he took the report • the 
Chairman of the Executive Board had been right in saying that transparency and seriousness were the 
watchwords; both those considerations were vital to the future work of WHO. The slightest financial 
irregularity - one dollar in one contract - was unacceptable and he gave an assurance that the Secretariat would 
implement to the full the recommendations of the External Auditor. He had himself prepared and distributed 
supplementary - sometimes complementary - recommendations. The Secretariat was currently working on all 
those aspects to ensure that the situation did not recur and to avoid the Health Assembly having to spend its 
time on such matters. 

The recommendations related to the range of subjects which had been raised: the number and type of 
contracts would be simplified to attempt to overcome the difficulty of distinguishing those involving 
remuneration from others; justifications for contracts would be given before they were entered into and 
reports would be given on completion, no matter how small their value; there would be contract review 
committees on all contracts above a certain value of probably, about US$ 70 000; it would be up to the 
Executive Board to decide, in association with the Director-General, how to treat its members in terms of 
contracts; provisional changes to the WHO manual to exclude them from short-term professional consultancy 
contracts had already been drafted. 

The issue of using Board members as temporary advisers had divided the meeting and he expected that 
there would be an opportunity to air that matter in more detail during discussion of the draft resolutions which 
had been tabled. 

Every single allotment holder for non-regular budget funds and the level of responsibility for approval of 
their discretionary use were being reviewed. The External Auditor had said that more direct-line responsibility 
should be taken at Assistant Director-General level, and that would be done, without departing from the 
decentralized process which had been a triumph in WHO - the right balance had to be found between the 
decentralized nature of operations and the accountability that had been lacking once those operations had 
been put in place. 

On the question of disciplinary issues, he thought that there was a clear understanding that the judicial 
process was different from the financial and audit process. It was necessary to have sufficient evidence before 
proceeding with a judicial process against an individual. He had discussed the matter with the Personnel 
Division and the Legal Counsel and established that there was no such evidence at present, but the question 
would be kept under review. He emphasized that in the United Nations system, if a disciplinary process was 
instituted and failed, staff members were not only reinstated but were entitled to full compensation for any 
damage caused to them. 

However, there was a difference in the level of evidence required for an administrative judgement, 
perhaps leading to someone being transferred or moved, and a disciplinary process when someone could 
actually be sanctioned. The administration would undertake whatever personnel actions were necessary to 
overcome any shortcomings that had been identified in the External Auditor's report. 

On the matter of timing, some delegates had been critical that the report had been issued before they 
had received it; in fact it had been issued to the Press on the day the Director-General had received it. It had 
been felt that the public interest was such that delay in issuing it until after it had been debated would have 
caused more public comment and distress to the Organization than issuing it immediately, and he stood by that 
decision as being correct in the circumstances. He apologized if delegates felt that they should have had the 
opportunity to discuss it first but considered that a clear decision had been required. 

Referring to the question raised by the delegate of Cuba regarding distribution of contracts, he said that 
no breakdown by country existed at present but that it could be prepared and made available if wished. 

On the matter of computer procedures, he was glad that the representative of the External Auditor had 
confirmed that the review had identified no fraud or even shortcomings in the way that the computer-operated 
accounts worked, and no tampering with the computer records, although he had criticized the access 
procedures of data-processing staff. Access was currently being reviewed - it was difficult as extra staff were 
required to comply with the External Auditor's recommendations. 

In regard to the restriction on access, which had been removed to provide full access for the external 
audit and, indeed, the internal audit, the report explained that it had been imposed by the officer concerned 
owing to his concern about leakage of information. 

Finally, he stated again that even the smallest shortcoming was unacceptable and, in conclusion, asked 
the Member States to realize that when in the future the Secretariat refused a request that was on the 
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borderline, as it undoubtedly would do more often henceforth, it was complying to the letter with the wishes of 
the Member States in applying the Financial Regulations and Rules to the fullest extent. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, noting the Chairman of the Executive Board's regret that there had been 
a need to hold such a debate, said that he, on the contrary, was happy that it was taking place in order to show 
that transparency and accountability had been maintained in the Organization. He was most grateful to all 
delegates for their constructive recommendations for the reform process which he had undertaken and which 
he had already mentioned in detail in his presentation in plenary session under item 10 of the agenda. 

In that context, he was grateful for the very constructive recommendations of the External Auditor which 
he had already pledged to implement. 

Five years earlier, before confirmation of his appointment as Director-General by the Health Assembly, 
many delegates, including some who had shown great concern recently about financial irregularities, had 
suggested that he should ensure continuity with change. In most cases, he had been able to ensure continuity. 
But times had changed, as had the world political and economic situation，and now most delegates had 
emphasized that a reform process in WHO should be undertaken. 

When he had been informed of alleged irregularities, he had immediately asked Mr Aitken, the Assistant 
Director-General, to undertake a full investigation of possible violations of the Organization's rules in relation 
to the handling of certain contracts and to inform the External Auditor so that he might carry out a separate 
review. 

Hie outcome of the review had given support to the reform process which he had already begun and 
which he would continue if his reappointment was confirmed. 

Professor GIRARD (Chairman of the Executive Board), speaking on a point of order, said he was afraid 
that his words had been badly rendered in interpretation. He had spoken clearly and, addressing himself to 
the Director-General, had said that he regretted that the debate had had to take place, in other words, he 
regretted the situation which had led to that debate, but welcomed the fact that, once the debate had become 
necessary, the necessary time had been given to hold a thorough discussion. On that second point, he believed 
that all were in agreement. He was sorry to have had to give an explanation but feared that he had not 
expressed himself clearly earlier. 

The CHAIRMAN assured Professor Girard that his position was quite clear and thanked all delegates 
who had participated in the debate for their unfailing courtesy and cooperation which had assisted in bringing 
the item to a conclusion. 

The meeting rose at 13h45. 


